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Chapter 21 

Some reflections on Gotland: Slavery, slave traders, and slave takers 

Dagfinn Skre 

 

Slavery in the early medieval period is an utterly elusive phenomenon, particularly in 

societies that have left few or no contemporary written records; for instance, Iron and Viking-

Age Scandinavia. Although significant insights into the keeping of slaves in Scandinavia 

have been obtained on the basis of place names together with archaeological evidence, sagas 

and law codes,1 many questions remain unanswered. Assessments of the economic and social 

significance of slavery at different times in the first millennium AD, including my own,2 

remain conjectural.  

Even more elusive is the Scandinavian involvement in overseas slave-taking and 

trading. A few sources do testify to Viking involvement in such activities, but the lack of 

well-founded estimates of the volume, extent and chronology is a constant frustration for 

scholars of the late eighth to eleventh centuries. Given the current state of research, we 

cannot be sure whether slave-taking and -trading was a (if not the) central motive for hostile 

Viking activities overseas, or secondary to other objectives; whether it was routine, or 

undertaken by only a few. The best means of clarifying these issues would be a broad, 

interdisciplinary research programme devoted to careful analysis of all the indirect and 

circumstantial evidence, aiming to reveal any imprints left by slavery there. Yet even then a 

clear picture is unlikely to emerge, although some contours of slave-taking and -trading might 

appear eventually.  

The magnitude and complexity of such an undertaking is awe-inspiring. In the first 

place, scholars of disparate disciplines would need to find common ground for discussion, as 

well as reaching agreement on the project’s objectives – difficulties commonly encountered 

by interdisciplinary projects, especially in the publication phase. 

                                                           
 I am grateful for valuable comments to preliminary versions of the manuscript from Professors Jonathan 

Shepard, Neil Price and Mats Roslund. Language revision has been conducted by Anthony Zannino and 

Jonathan Shepard. This paper was written under the auspices of the Avaldsnes Royal Manor Project, funded by 

Avaldsnes Municipality and the Norwegian Ministry of Education and Research: 

http://www.khm.uio.no/english/research/projects/avaldsnes/.  

1 Iversen (1997); Brink (2012). 

2 Skre (1998); Skre (2001); Skre (2002). 
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These factors were probably among the main obstacles to organising a concerted 

research effort addressing Viking slave-taking and -trading until 2011, when the Dirhams for 

Slaves project was launched. My first impressions of the project left me hopeful that 

significant results would be produced.3 The project’s research design appeared solid; focusing 

on the import of dirhams to Scandinavia in the ninth and tenth centuries supplied common 

ground for the historians, numismatists, and archaeologists on the project team.  

Not only did the project have the courage to address one of the most problematic 

research themes in Viking scholarship, it was boldly named after the team’s main hypothesis. 

Any concerns that the project name pre-empts the conclusion and lapses into confirmation 

bias are effectively laid to rest by this volume: the judicious inclusion of a variety of scholars 

allows a multitude of voices and opinions to be heard. 

The editors have invited me to provide some concluding comments to this book, 

leaving it up to me to decide the scope and nature of my remarks. Rather than attempting to 

synthesise the many and diverse contributions, I will reflect upon two issues where the 

contributions have inspired my own thinking: the holding of slaves in Scandinavia; and the 

possibility that Gotlanders were involved in the slave trade in the ninth and tenth centuries. 

 

Slaves and slavery in Scandinavia 

Exploring the ‘trade system that connected northern Europe and the Islamic world in the 

ninth and tenth centuries AD’ was the project’s main aim,4 its central hypothesis being that 

the thousands of Islamic dirhams found in northern Europe are a residue of this system, and 

that slaves were the most prominent commodity brought into it by Scandinavians. The project 

also addressed several questions regarding the drivers in the trade system, as well as its 

ramifications in Scandinavia; given its suggested magnitude and duration, these ramifications 

are potentially massive and varied. For instance, was the slave trade a main driver behind the 

Scandinavian monetisation boom in the late ninth and the tenth centuries? 

Understandably, such wider ramifications in Scandinavia are beyond the scope of this 

volume, but I hope that future publications will address these issues. The book is intended to 

explore ‘the Scandinavian end’ of the trade system. Based on evidence primarily from 

Gotland, and to a lesser extent from the rest of Scandinavia, the Baltic coast, the British Isles 

                                                           
3 Based on Jankowiak (2012), DfS-organised presentations at the Leeds International Medieval Congress 2015 

and the project’s website (see DfS). 

4 DfS, ‘Description of the project’. 
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and Ireland, the editors have quite successfully built a case for understanding the bulk of 

Islamic silver found there as payment for slaves. 

David Wyatt’s contribution on Britain and Ireland and Stefan Brink’s on Scandinavia 

do touch upon one of the wider ramifications:5 slavery in Scandinavia and in some of the 

lands settled by Scandinavians. It is fruitful to compare their respective approaches, which 

show some profound similarities. Both draw on Orlando Patterson’s seminal work,6 whose 

cultural and social perspectives on slavery have tended to displace the formerly dominant 

economic approach. Yet while both embrace this, they make quite different uses of it.  

Illustrative of this difference is Wyatt’s extensive use of one of Patterson’s main 

points:7 the connection between slave holding and honorific culture. Patterson holds that 

honour is a prominent hallmark of slaveholding societies, some of which valued the 

enhancement of the slave owner’s honour as the sole reason for keeping slaves. This 

perspective forms the basis of Wyatt’s analysis of slavery in Britain and Ireland, whereas 

Brink devotes far less of his discussion to it. 

Perhaps Wyatt overstates the significance of slaveholders’ honour as motivation for 

slave holding. By contrast, Brink’s decision to omit honour as a factor when assessing the 

character and volume of slave holding in Scandinavia is surprising, in light of his 

commitment to social and cultural perspectives on slavery.8 Brink uses these perspectives to a 

different end. In his reading of the evidence on the rights and obligations of the thrall (þræll), 

he considers these to be similar to those of most other people: a difference of degree, rather 

than of kind. Brink suggests that while thralls were positioned at the lower end of two scales 

(unfree–free and low–high social prestige), there were no sharp distinctions between thralls 

and non-thralls in Viking-Age Scandinavia, and that the relation between the slaveholder and 

his thrall was not outright ownership, but rather a patron-client relationship characterised by 

dependency and fidelity. Only as the church gained a foothold were social categories more 

firmly defined and social mobility reduced; in his view, before then Scandinavian societies 

lacked economic complexity, and slave holding was small-scale and practised mainly by the 

elite.9 

                                                           
5 Based on their respective monographs: Wyatt (2009); Brink (2012). 

6 Patterson (1982). 

7 Wyatt (2009), pp. 61–171; Patterson (1982), pp. 77–101. 

8 Brink (2012), pp. 15–18. 
9 Brink (2012), pp. 263–9; see also Brink in this volume. 
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Some aspects of Brink’s argument may be challenged. Firstly, the features of 

Scandinavian culture and society that lead him to blur the distinction between free and 

unfree, for instance the fact that some slaves held high positions,10 are widespread in slave-

holding societies.11 Brink seems to apply a modern meaning of the term ‘free’, evaluating 

levels of freedom on how far an individual could decide where to live, whom to marry, and 

so on. However, in written evidence the term ‘free’ does not imply individual autonomy; it is 

limited to meaning that one is not a slave – and thus protected by the law and other 

concomitant privileges.12 Igor Kopytoff’s statement on freedom as opposed to slavery is 

certainly valid for early medieval Scandinavia: 

  

But freedom is a notoriously ethnocentric concept […]. Ethnographically, the opposite 

of slavery in most societies […] is some notion not of autonomy but of citizenship, of 

civic belongingness, of attachment to structure rather than detachment from it.13 

 

In light of my own research, I find it difficult to agree with Brink that the agrarian economy 

of Viking-Age Scandinavia had little need for slave labour. As indicated from the paragraph 

from the Older Frostathing Law cited at the start of his chapter in this volume, fairly average 

farms could have slaves, at least in some regions. Furthermore, production was not limited to 

subsistence, as Brink seems to suggest. A farm needed to produce a surplus in order to 

acquire necessities that were not home produced by all, such as iron, cooking vessels, flax, 

wool, hides, whetstones, horses, etc. Some of this surplus was produced on the farm proper, 

some in woodlands, coast and mountains, and increased between around 800 and the eleventh 

century. The small-scale production and distribution of the seventh and eighth centuries was 

expanded, reorganised, and developed by means of new techniques into large-scale 

commodity production for long-distance trade, some of which was distributed at the towns 

and markets established in the period.14 In western Scandinavia, this included commodities 

like whetstones, soapstone vessels, iron, quern-stones, and reindeer antler.  

                                                           
10 See Brink in this volume. 

11 E.g. Kopytoff (1982); Patterson (1982). 

12 Skre (2014). 

13 Kopytoff (1982), pp. 220–1. 

14 Skre (2017a). 
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Thus, the Scandinavian economy can hardly be characterised as less complex than 

contemporary societies with extensive slave holding. The sharp increase in production around 

800, and again at the turn of the millennium, would have needed considerable manpower. In 

addition, the overseas raiding and settlement of the Viking period would have drained 

manpower from the homelands: forced labour may have been necessary for the period’s 

economic boom.  

Although understanding what is meant by ‘free’ in written sources and assessing 

economic complexity in Scandinavian societies are key issues when considering Viking-Age 

slavery in Scandinavia, my main reservation remains Brink’s choice not to include honour as 

a factor. The evidence is clear that honour held profound significance in Scandinavian society 

and culture, and was intimately connected to warrior identity. From the first centuries AD on, 

most male aristocratic graves show the deceased’s warrior identity.. In his contribution to this 

volume, Ingmar Jansson describes the centralisation of power in Sviþjoð starting in the late 

sixth to seventh centuries, culminating in the formation of the Swedish kingdom in the late 

Viking Age. Evidently, this power was held by a warrior elite. The grave finds, for instance 

in Vendel and Valsgärde, as well as the written evidence, for instance the skaldic poem 

Ynglingatal, leave little doubt as to the martial identity and activities of the ruling stratum. 

This warrior identity, which in the Roman Iron Age was limited to the ruling elite, 

became increasingly common among the male population, with some leaps and regional 

variations.  In the Viking Age, male graves without weapons are hard to find in many parts of 

Scandinavia. As early as the Migration Period, the probable introduction of wergild suggests 

that assessment of honour was widely practised in Scandinavia.15 Using William Ian Miller’s 

concept of a talionic culture, the early Germanic law codes’ price-ranges of lives and limbs 

can be read as evidence in favour of just this. ‘Talionic cultures tended to be honor cultures’, 

writes Miller. ‘The entire moral and social order involved sizing people up; that’s what honor 

was, and still is, all about’.16 

It was not only a matter of warrior identity and wergild: honour came to permeate all 

levels of society. Thus, as Wyatt notes in his chapter, most northern European societies had 

strict honour codes at this time, for instance in the establishment and maintenance of social 

ties through gift giving, mutual loyalty through various patron-client relationships (e.g. 

landowner–tenant and commander–warrior) as well as between equals (e.g. félags-men, 

                                                           
15 Skre (2017c). 

16 Miller (2006), p. x. 
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kinsmen, and members of warrior bands). The main glue in these relationships was honour. 

Breaking the obligations embedded in these bonds put one’s honour into jeopardy – a great 

hazard in a society in which honour was the basis of one’s social standing on which all 

relations and possessions rested.17 

Slaves were an integral part of this honour culture, since keeping these honourless 

people served to enhance their master’s honour. But there is more to it than that: the very idea 

that if a person had none of these social relations, he or she possessed no rights, even to life 

itself, reflects the acknowledgment of one’s own and all other free men and women’s 

dependence on being socially connected. 

As we have noted, these elements in Scandinavian culture date from the Roman and 

Migration Periods at the latest, becoming widespread thereafter and intensifying during the 

Viking Age. In his chapter, Brink argues that slave holding was restricted to the elite, based 

on the paucity of burials containing slaves who had been killed to follow their master into the 

grave, and the tendency of such graves to be particularly richly furnished. However, a survey 

I conducted in 1998 suggests that slaves were given as grave goods in both richly and 

modestly furnished graves.18 I identified 19 inhumation graves containing more than one 

individual and indications that one of these individuals had been killed immediately before 

burial. One of the reasons for the paucity of such graves is that cremations were predominant 

in most parts of Iron and Viking-Age Scandinavia, making it hard to decide whether the 

cause of death was violent. Some indications may be found, though. From analyses of the 

1,082 cremations kept in the Museum of Cultural History in Oslo, Per Holck found that 48 

graves (4.4%) contained more than one individual, roughly the same proportion as is found 

elsewhere in Scandinavia.19 Based on gender and the much higher frequency of pathological 

features in these graves (29.2% against the normal 6.4%), he concluded that, probably, a 

slave had been killed and buried in many of these graves.20 

Thus, there is good reason to believe that slaveholding existed across most of the 

social spectrum and that it was more widespread in Iron and Viking-Age Scandinavia than 

Brink suggests. The fact that much of the Vikings’ activity overseas took place among 

                                                           
17 Meulengracht Sørensen (1995). 

18 Skre (1998), pp. 47–50. 

19 Holck (1986), pp. 164–7. 

20 Holck (1986), pp. 167, 218. 
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strangers may have reduced any qualms about, or restrictions on, taking slaves. Patterson21 

and others emphasise that ethnic differences stimulate slave-taking – it makes the captives 

outsiders in every sense. If slaves were an essential commodity in an extensive trade system, 

and if slave-taking and -trading was a prominent Viking activity, it becomes hard to imagine 

that this had no influence on the volume of slave holding in Scandinavia. This is especially so 

because of the economic expansion in Viking-Age Scandinavia and the leeching of 

manpower in the same period; both would have contributed to an increased demand for 

slaves. Mats Roslund’s conclusions on slave holding accord better with these developments. 

By analysing the distribution and development of Slavic-type vessels retrieved in Sweden and 

produced in local clays, Roslund suggests that Slavic slaves were held in Gotland and 

elsewhere in Sweden from the tenth century onwards.22 

 

Why Gotland? 

The bulk of this book is dedicated to Gotland and the variety of factors that may help explain 

the abundance of Islamic silver hoarded there. The contributions offer diverse opinions on 

where to look for explanations. It seems clear to me that the silver wealth in Gotland does not 

imply that Gotlanders acquired significantly more silver than the other Scandinavians who 

were raiding and trading overseas. After all, according to Frankish sources, Vikings extorted 

some 20,000 kg of silver and 340 kg of gold from the Carolingians in the mid- to late-ninth-

century,23 in addition to the vast payments they received from the British Isles. What 

distinguishes Gotland from other parts of Scandinavia is the extent to which the island’s 

inhabitants brought the silver back home and buried it. Why did they not keep and spend their 

wealth in the diaspora, as the marauders of Francia and Britain appear to have done? I will 

suggest an answer to this question below. 

None of the contributions to this book mentions what, to me, seems a significant 

factor for explaining Gotland’s apparently special character among Scandinavian regions in 

the Viking Age: a connection between the vast quantities of dirhams deposited there from c. 

800 on and the vast quantities of gold buried on the same island only 250–400 years 

previously. Migration Period gold finds in Gotland amount to 3.95 kg, some 294 gold solidi 

                                                           
21 Patterson (1982), pp. 117–8, 178. 

22 See, e.g., Roslund (2007), pp. 472–3, 505–15; Roslund (forthcoming a); Roslund (forthcoming b). 

23 Sawyer (1971), pp. 100–1. 
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weighing 1.27 kg and a further 2.68 kg of gold objects.24 The majority of the latter are rough 

rods, bars, rings and spirals intended to be cut up and used for payment. Other Swedish 

regions have produced a total of c. 41 kg of gold of the Migration Period, with the 

neighbouring island of Öland having the highest quantity (some 308 solidi and a total of 7.52 

kg of gold objects).25 

Only these two islands have such a high proportion of solidi, suggesting that they 

were where much of the Roman and Byzantine gold first arrived in Scandinavia; that they 

were gateway communities. When connections to the south were abruptly broken off in the 

mid-sixth century,26 the Gotlanders already had more than 150, possibly more than 500 years’ 

worth of experience in travelling and obtaining wealth in distant lands. This proficiency may 

have been sustained in the intervening 250 years by journeys to less distant regions, giving 

them an advantage when opportunities to reach far to the south opened up again in the 

decades around 800. 

Turning to the Viking Age: did Islamic silver circulate in Gotland, or it is possible 

that the hoards were buried capital, obtained on long-distance expeditions and safeguarded 

for spending on similar voyages in the future?27 There now seems to be firm evidence that 

silver really was used for payment in Gotland itself. Several contributions in this volume 

point to the recent finds at Roma, the ancient assembly place of the Althing, which are typical 

of Viking-Age market sites. Majvor Östergren reports the finds in detail.28 They were 

retrieved through metal detecting and seem to be concentrated in five neighbouring sites, 

probably post-Viking-Age farms although some may date back to the Roman Iron Age. One 

of them, Guldåkern (‘The Gold Field’), has produced the highest number of finds with the 

greatest time depth, dating back to the early Roman Iron Age, including 220 coins, mostly cut 

dirham fragments, and 370 weights, predominantly from the ninth and tenth centuries. 

Östergren’s identification of Guldåkern as a market connected to the Althing seems well 

founded. Notably, solidi have also been found there. 

Not only does the early use of silver for payment distinguish Gotland from other 

regions with market sites, since elsewhere in ninth-century Scandinavia this was restricted to 

                                                           
24 Klang (2013). 

25 Herschend (1980), pp. 9, 244. 

26 Ljungkvist (2009), pp. 44-7. 

27 Skre (2012), p. 61. 

28 Östergren (2016). 
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towns:29 its property structure was different, too. Whereas landed estates with landlords and 

peasants are typical of densely-settled, fertile regions elsewhere in Scandinavia, Gotlandic 

farmers seem mainly to have been freeholders with farms of fairly equal size. Thus, any 

social hierarchy in Gotland will have been built on footings other than control of land, tenants 

and agrarian produce. 

As Jacek Gruszczyński and Gustaf Svedjemo note, freeholder dominate on Viking-

Age Gotland, and this seems relevant for the inhabitants’ opportunity to engage in trade. . 

Olof Holm was the first to identify the correlation between freeholding and trade in Jämtland, 

central Sweden, primarily datable to the tenth and eleventh centuries.30 Similar patterns have 

since been identified in two neighbouring communities in the upper Setesdal Valley of 

southern Norway: Valle and Bygland.31 Both there and in Jämtland, weights, scales and hack-

silver are found in a high proportion of graves. In Gotland the evidence for trade comes 

mainly from hoards, but the correlations appears to be identical: in some Viking-Age 

communities, where freeholders dominated and where thus a land-owning aristocracy was 

lacking, trade was open to popular participation. Future studies will surely identify other 

regions where a similar correlation between property structure and trade indicators can be 

found – Holm mentions some candidates.32 

 

Enterprising Gotland? 

Much like any other commodity, slaves were produced, traded and consumed; this volume 

addresses mainly the second of these economic spheres. Significant for discussing slave trade 

is the fact that normally, slave takers – the producers – were not the ones who brought them 

to market. In general, most externally-sourced slaves (i.e. those not born into slavery) were 

captured in the course of various types of military operation.33 For large armies as for small 

raiding bands, proficiency, equipment, numbers, organisation, supplies, mobility and access 

to information could mean the difference between life and death. Securing and transporting 

captives of war or victims of kidnapping placed demands on their captors. Choosing to 

enslave rather than to ransom, kill or release a captive required a commitment of time and 

                                                           
29 Skre (2017b). 

30 Holm (2012); Holm (2015); Holm (2017). 

31 Glørstad and Wenn (2017); Skre (2017a), p. 17. 

32 Holm (2015), p. 104. 

33 Patterson (1982), pp. 105–31. 
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resources from the slave-taker in preventing their escape and keeping them well-fed and 

healthy during what could be a long journey to the slave market. Otherwise the value of the 

commodity would diminish. Most of the demands on organisation and equipment posed by 

the feeding, transport and sale of slaves went against the qualities that the commander of an 

army or war-band would have sought to cultivate in his unit. The first two in particular would 

have depleted supplies, reduced mobility and diverted some of his men to guard- and supply-

duty, exposing the army or war band as a whole to great danger, particularly in hostile terrain. 

Thus, because slave-taking and -trading demanded different types of organisation, resources 

and skill, the two were rarely parts of one and the same enterprise. According to Patterson, 

the optimal course of action for slave-takers was to sell their captives to traders as soon as 

possible.34  

Reconsidering Gotland in light of these discussions and some of the contributions to 

this volume, we may well suspect that the islanders were specialised traders dealing primarily 

in slaves, but possibly in other commodities, too; and that the eastern and southern Baltic 

coasts and inland waterways towards the Caspian and Black Seas were where they bought, 

transported and sold their goods. Gotlanders may have forged links with more or less well-

established polities, aristocrats, or warrior bands which specialised in kidnapping and warfare 

but had little or no organisation for selling off captives and other kinds of loot.  

The slave-takers may have been settled or semi-settled groups of Scandinavians and 

others along the Baltic coast and inland, probably paid in silver by the slave traders, with 

much of this silver being kept or spent in the region – as happened with the Scandinavian 

diaspora in the west. The slave-traders, on the other hand, would have brought their silver 

back to the homelands where they were based. Settling in the diaspora would have led to 

involvement in local hierarchies which might threaten their independence. 

To undertake such an enterprise, the Gotlanders would have had to form groups with 

the necessary size, skills, equipment and networks to negotiate deals with slave-takers; to 

transport slaves and to control, feed and lodge them while en route; to negotiate deals with 

buyers; and finally to protect their proceeds on their return home. This would have required 

specialised equipment, different from that of an army or war band: shackles to restrain the 

movements of their captives, as well as weapons designed to coerce, scare and inflict pain 

without wounding and killing (the cinematic and literary cliché is the whip, but there were 

surely alternatives). They would also have needed the skills and equipment to defend their 

                                                           
34 Patterson (1982), p. 106. 
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stock and their profits. Such an enterprise may have developed from trade in other 

commodities in the east, for instance furs,35 and these probably continued to constitute a 

proportion of the Gotlandic traders’ business.  

In such an enterprise, precious-metal money would have been the preferred means of 

payment. While trade in Viking-Age Scandinavia would not normally involve such money, 

except in towns,36 this light and easily divisible currency would have been ideal for traders 

who travelled long distances between their base, the area where they acquired commodities, 

and the market. Most likely, they would have preferred to deal in a type of currency that was 

generally accepted by those from whom they bought and by those to whom they sold their 

merchandise. The currency of their primary customers, the silver dirhams of the Arabic slave 

merchants, was ideally suited. Because investments in new stock were made before proceeds 

were obtained, Gotlanders needed to store sufficient funds in their homeland base while 

preparing for the next expedition. 

 

Thus Gotland? 

An enterprise of the type sketched above would be rather meaningless if the proceeds had 

little or no use in the homelands other than as dead capital buried in the ground. As discussed 

in the contribution by Christoph Kilger and several others in this volume, silver may have 

been used in the homelands for a variety of purposes – not least metalwork, given the 

indigenous character of Gotlandic ornaments.  

The recent evidence from Roma, however, seems to indicate that silver could have 

been used as payment on Gotland as early as the ninth century, just as it was in the few 

Scandinavian towns then in existence. In Birka, for example, silver appears to have been used 

as a means of payment on a modest scale around the time when hoarding started in Gotland, 

and then on a much larger scale in the tenth century;37 Hedeby saw a parallel development, 

and market sites along the southern and eastern Baltic coasts will have followed suit. 

Gotlandic traders may have found good use for their silver in these markets, not least to buy 

goods for their own consumption, but possibly also for sale elsewhere. Such practices will 

                                                           
35 See Howard-Johnston in this volume. 

36 Skre (2011). 

37 Gustin (1998). 
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have carried silver brought to the north by Gotlanders into the Scandinavian networks that 

extended to Ireland38 and to the camps of the Great Army in England.39 

Why was there no ‘Gotland’ in western Scandinavia, a region rich in deposited 

Frankish and British coinage and silver? Why was a similar enterprise not set up to facilitate 

the sale of commodities – human or otherwise – from trade, tributes, warfare and raiding in 

the western Viking diaspora? A possible answer might be that the slave trade in the west was 

already well established by the time Scandinavians started roaming along its coasts and 

waterways.40 There may have been no demand for a new enterprise and little room for 

establishing one there. 

One element in the stark divergence between the character of the Swedes’ homeland 

and that of the Gotlanders, discussed by Ingmar Janson in this volume, may have been that 

the former were slave-takers while the latter were slave-traders. The clearly martial, 

hierarchical culture of the Swedes and the distinct apartness of Gotlandic dress and ornament 

throughout the Viking Age may express these conspicuously different identities. 

Although some answers to the question ‘Why Gotland?’ have been suggested above, 

one significant point remains. Although Jämtland and Upper Setesdal apparently display 

some parallel developments, the first evidence of trading activity on Viking-Age Gotland 

predates these by more than a century. Nor do we find any indications of trading activity in 

the vast majority of Scandinavian regions which were dominated by freeholders on farms of 

fairly equal size. There must, therefore, be something else than freeholding that distinguishes 

Gotland, Jämtland and Upper Setesdal, and there must be a reason why Gotlandic trade 

predates the other two by a century.  

Although Gotland is an island and the other two are inland regions, this is not the key 

issue. More important is the position of the two mainland regions: between a commodity-

producing area and a region where that commodity was in high demand. Holm mentions 

products from the vast woodland areas in Jämtland, such as furs and antler, and identifies the 

town of Birka in Uppland as the most likely main market – probably the place where 

Jämtlanders obtained silver and weighing implements.41 Traders from Upper Setesdal may 

have acquired bog iron produced in the mountain plain around the valley’s northern end and 

                                                           
38 See Sheehan in this volume. 

39 See Woods in this volume. 

40 Verlinden (1979); McCormick (2001), pp. 733–77. 

41 Holm (2015), pp. 85, 92, 100. 
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brought it to coastal market sites – one potential site is identified in Fjære in the county of 

Aust-Agder.42 In both cases it seems that the traders were not selling their own products, but 

were merchants proper; that is, they bought commodities with the aim of reselling them at a 

profit elsewhere. 

While the Gotlanders specialised in trading slaves and possibly other commodities, 

operating mainly between the Baltic in the north and the Black and Caspian Seas in the south, 

they were not positioned between production areas and markets in the manner of the 

Jämtlanders and the Setesdøls. Instead, as noted above, it is possible that they had plied the 

networks in those areas from ancient times, especially towards the Black Sea, and as a result 

had a long-standing culture of travel and trade. And this is where we may find an explanation 

as to why Gotlanders appear to have been the first in Viking-Age Scandinavia to position 

themselves as merchants in a long-distance trading system. 
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